INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
For Seaview Modular Top Plate: ADA-F1

Refer to website for most up to date instructions and videos.
WWW.SEAVIEWGLOBAL.COM
PARTS INCLUDED

X1 ADA-FNM-2

X1 ADA-FNM-1

X6 5/16"-18

X4 5/16" - 1¼"

X6 M6 x 16

X8 5/16" - 1¼"

TOOLS NEEDED

Sudbury Elastomeric Marine Sealant is recommended. To purchase call 800-655-7922 or visit www.seaviewglobal.com
1. Insert the four nuts into the ADA-FNM-1 adapter plate. Note that these nuts may have already been installed for you.

2. Place the rubber gasket into the groove on the top of the Seaview mount. Note, that the rubber gasket is included in the Seaview mount kit.

3. Place the ADA-FN-M1 ontop of the mount, be sure to line up the four mounting holes.
4 Bolt the ADA-FN-M1 down with four 5/16” - 1-1/4” bolts using a allen wrench.

5 Place the camera on to the ADA-FN-M2 adapter plate.

6 Place the camera on to the ADA-FN-M2 adapter plate.
7 Apply marine adhesive sealant to the bottom of the ADA-FN-M2 adapter plate.

8 Apply marine adhesive sealant to the four bolt holes. Then bolt the ADA-FN-M2 plate down with four 5/16" - 1-1/4" bolts using an allen wrench.
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Call 800-655-7922 or visit www.seaviewglobal.com for available accessories.

LIGHT BARS

**LTB-R**
Fits closed dome radars.

**LTB-S**
Fits 20” or smaller satdomes.

LIGHT BAR TOPS

**LTBP-1197**
Perko 1197 incandescent Light.

**LTBA-7800**
Attwood LED Light.

**LTBU1A1197**
Light Bar Top with Perko 1197 Light, can fit GPS.

**LTBU1A800**
Light Bar Top with Attwood LED Light, can fit GPS.

SPREADER KIT

**SP1-MOD**
Allows user to mount GPS units or antennas onto a Seaview Modular Mount.
Seaview Hinge Adapters fold in any direction necessary for added height clearance.

Compensates for plane angle. Available in 2, 4 or 6 degree wedges.

Seaview Cable Glands provide waterproof cable routing.